
The Fluid Soul

Any kind of political movement builds a cage. We can't  say that one or the other is
better for the people. The left build a cage around the individual while the right builds it
around the nation. These are equally suffocating in the long run and the only way to
breath is to try using democracy as way to switch from one cage to the other in order to
experience a temporal liberation.

I  have  named the  left  and  the  right  building  respectively  a  cage  around  the  single
individuals  and  around  the  people  as  a  whole.  There  is  obviously  a  third  kind  of
movement which I will call the center as it is also the most philanthropic looking and in
this respect it only masks a most aristocratic heart. While this center movement seems
to be the best as it keeps its people breathing and free it construct its cages elsewhere.

The western countries of the north, liberated by its socialist cages are thus becoming
the ideal political models but in fact have their cages set in the poor foreign countries
where "they bring work". In this global context would there have be a political solution.

In my opinion yes and no. I mean yes, if we stop thinking of the polis, or the cities but
focus on the governance of communities from the community. No because as soon as
we  create  the  entity  of  these  community  immediately  other  communities  will  feel
tempted to absorb them and we will need a overlaying governance in order to protect
this community from such a threat.

Where do we go from here? From where do we depart accepting this understanding?
Life springs within us and we ought to at this point, beyond all forms of politics, become
ourselves  liquid  and infiltrate  and move though the inevitable  cracks  of  the system
attempting never to stagnate.

This ought to be our main objective in life, the maintenance of its fluidity constantly
under-threat from systems of capturing and filtering. We ought to engineer our own
system of fluidity, wet the ground wherever it is possible and bring new life until we can
and ought to move forward.


